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----- Original Message ----From: Liz J, Talraz Bearded Collies
To: Karen Ruggles
Sent: Sunday, January 11, 2009 2:28 PM

Hello Karen
Almost got to the end of our first "test bottle" of your shampoo, each of our eight dogs (Bearded Collies
and one Portuguese Water Dog) has had a at least one bath in it (except for our oldie aged 13), the itchy
ones have had two, and I can report back that the scratching and nibbling is much less already
[purchased 15/12/08] On my 8-yr old's back where she was much troubled with fur mites I used the
salve then shampood it away two days later, result was smooth pink skin and within another couple of
days a regrowth of hair was beginning in the area. Have taken your advice and used a little of the salve
inside the earflaps and under the tails.
Seems to be the best thing I have ever used against mites - we have had an ongoing problem with fox
and rabbit mites for two summers now, as the areas where our dogs are walked are full of foxes and
rabbits and with hairy dogs once the mites have taken hold it seems hard to shift them without resorting
to chemical means which I am not keen to do. I have also to report have not seen a sign of a flea either
- I know it's not particularly the season for fleas but we do have a grooming parlour here and our
customers' dogs bring us fleas all year round!
A couple of our dogs are regularly shown and I was hoping that their correct harsh coat texture would
not be affected by the shampoo, pleased to say this isn't a problem.
In the meantime I think it is something I would like to have in our grooming parlour as a standby, I'm
sure it will be suitable on other breeds as well and feel ready to give it a try. So could I please order a
larger size of shampoo this time round? Still have plenty of the salve though. Seems it will last for ever.
Best wishes and thanks for great products which really do what they say they do!
Liz
(Talraz Bearded Collies www.spanglefish.com/Talraz and Superdogs Grooming Service www.spanglefish.com/Superdogs)

Many thanks to Liz J for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
01823 259952 ● www.karenruggles.co.uk ● Naturally

good ideas....

